Superconductor/Ferromagnet (S/F) hybrid systems show interesting magneto-transport behaviors that result from the transfer of properties between both constituents. For instance, magnetic memory can be transferred from the F into the S through the pinning of superconducting vortices by the ferromagnetic textures. The ability to tailor this type of induced behavior is important to broaden its range of application. Here we show that engineering the F magnetization reversal allows tuning the strength of the vortex pinning (and memory) effects, as well as the field range in which they appear. This is done by using magnetic multilayers in which Co thin films are combined with different heavy metals (Ru, Ir, Pt). By choosing the materials, thicknesses, and stacking order of the layers, we can design the characteristic domain size and morphology, from out-of-plane magnetized stripe domains to much smaller magnetic skyrmions. These changes strongly affect the magneto-transport properties. The underlying mechanisms are identified by comparing the experimental results to a magnetic pinning model. * javier.villegas@cnrs-thales.fr 2 I.
INTRODUCTION
The interplay between superconductivity and magnetism in artificial hybrid structures [1] leads to a rich variety of phenomena [2] , which span from the nanoscale confinement of the superconducting condensate [3] and the emergence of unconventional (equal-spin triplet) pairing [4, 5] to the tuning of magnetization dynamics by superconductivity [6, 7] . One of the topics receiving much continued attention is the pinning and manipulation of Abrikosov vortices (flux quanta) by ferromagnetic "templates" [8, 9] , such as patterned arrays of nanomagnets [10] [11] [12] or the domain structure of ferromagnetic films [13] [14] [15] [16] . The existing research focuses both on fundamental and technological aspects [17] , since controlling the dynamics of flux quanta allows the design of the magneto-transport properties of superconductors. For instance, the magnetic pinning of Abrikosov vortices can increase the critical current (and thus decrease the electrical resistance and noise) in superconducting devices. Moreover the control of vortex motion opens the door to novel concepts of superconducting electronics and computing [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , from electrical rectification [18] to quantum cellular automata [19] .
In this context, superconductor/ferromagnet (S/F) multilayers in which the vortex manipulation in the S is achieved through their interaction with the stray magnetic field from the F domains [13] [14] [15] [16]  are specially interesting. This is because the domain structure can be reconfigured by the history of applied magnetic fields, which allows setting different domain distributions (and thus different vortex pinning landscapes) in a single device [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Consequently, the superconducting transport of a S/F multilayer may be strongly dependent on the magnetic history  a property absent in bare superconductors. Being able to tailor this behavior is one of the keys to obtain functionality from it. 3 In this article, we show that the field range in which the above memory effects develop and their strength can be designed by engineering the size and morphology of the magnetic domain texture. This is realized with multilayers composed of ultrathin layers of a ferromagnet (Co) intercalated between heavy metal layers (Ir, Pt, Ru). By choosing the thickness and stacking order of the layers, we can design the magnetization reversal so that, within a similar range of applied fields, the ferromagnetic multilayer shows either (i) perpendicularly magnetized domains of variable size or even (ii) magnetic skyrmions [23, 24] . These latter are sub-micrometric magnetization textures with non-trivial topology [see scheme in Fig. 1 (g) ], which may be distributed regularly [see Fig. 1 (f)] and whose interaction with Abrikosov vortices has been recently explored theoretically [25] [26] [27] [28] . We compare vortex pinning by the different types of magnetic textures (i) and (ii) using both magneto-resistance and critical current measurements, which are analyzed using a specifically developed analytical model. This allows calculating the vortex pinning enhancement due to the Meissner currents induced by the stray field from the ferromagnet. In other terms, we consider only magnetic interactions, which favor vortex localization wherever the stray field has same magnetic polarity and is the strongest so as to minimize the magnetic energy. Note, however, that we neglect the depression of superconductivity due to the stray fields (these are much lower than the upper critical field 2 ), as well as the proximity effect (ruled out because the pinning effects appear in the presence an insulating alumina interlayer between the superconductor and the ferromagnet).
We find that the ability to tune the characteristic domain size allows tailoring magnetic vortex pinning via two effects. First, the strength of the stray magnetic field depends on the domain size, which therefore affects the pinning energy. Second, through a geometrical effect: when the (field dependent) inter-vortex distance is comparable to the average domain size, a greater number of vortices sit near domain walls, where the stray magnetic field is the strongest.
This increases the overall pinning within the superconducting film, similarly as observed with periodic pinning arrays [8] . The relative contribution of those two effects determines the field range over which the magnetic vortex pinning is the strongest. Finally, we show that although the presence of skyrmions results in magnetic pinning, it is lower than expected for stripe domains of comparable width. As we discuss below, this is because skyrmions behave as pointlike obstacles for vortices, thus impeding vortex-motion less efficiently than elongated domains.
II. METHODS
Samples were fabricated by dc sputtering at room temperature in an argon atmosphere. Figure 1 shows room temperature MFM images of the domain structures recorded for samples based on the three different ferromagnetic multilayers: Co/Pt, Ir/Co/Pt and Ru/Co/Pt.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Co/Pt multilayers constitute a well-known perpendicular magnetic anisotropy system whose demagnetized state (mean out-of-plane magnetization ≡ / = 0) can present a maze-like distribution of opposite, perpendicularly magnetized domains, as shown in Fig 1 (a) .
The characteristic domain width is /2 ~ 470 nm, with the characteristic periodicity of the domain structure, obtained from an autocorrelation analysis of the MFM image. Upon application of a magnetic field perpendicular to the film, the parallel (antiparallel) domains gradually grow (shrink), thus increasing the mean magnetization [see image for = 0.5 in vanishing out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy, orders of magnitude smaller than the two other samples, and shows a radically different behavior. First, the magnetization abruptly decreases before the applied field is actually reversed. Second, it shows nearly no remanence. Third, the curve measured after demagnetization (blue) falls on top of the field-increasing branch (red).
Magnetoresistance ( ) measurements below Tc (T = 3.5 K), for the same field sweeps (and same color code) as for the magnetization curves in (a)-(c) are plotted in Fig. 2 (d However, it should be noticed that for Co/Pt [ Fig. 3 (d) ] the maximum critical current enhancement is observed after demagnetization (blue curve), while for Ru/Co/Pt [ Fig. 3(f) ] it is observed at for =0 regardless of the magnetic history.
IV. THEORETICAL MODELLING
Based on the stacking of the samples, which is detailed in Figure 4 (a), we construct a simple model to capture how the varying domain structures might enhance the critical current.
This model is sketched in Fig. 4 (b) . We consider a superconducting film of thickness . The magnetic multilayer, which consists of N repetitions of Co/heavy element layers (Co/Pt, Ir/Co/Pt or Ru/Co/Pt), is modeled as a single ferromagnetic film of saturation magnetization and thickness = × , with the thickness of the individual Co layers in the structure.
The ferromagnetic and superconductor films are separated by a distance , which accounts for the presence of buffer layers in the structure. In the ferromagnet, the magnetization points outof-plane (along the z axis). For simplicity, we consider a periodic domain structure consisting of stripes parallel to the y-axis. Their width is + = for "up" domains, and − = − for "down" ones, with L being the periodicity of the structure. The ratio w+/w− is fixed by the external field, while L depends only on the material properties. Considering that the ferromagnet is thin ( << L) and that the width of the domain walls is negligible compared to L, we approximate the magnetization profile as an alternating step-like function along x. The stray magnetic field from such a domain structure can be analytically calculated (see Note that the magnetic field screening in a thin superconducting film is determined by Pearl's length = 2 / ≈ 1200 nm, instead of as in bulk materials [34] . Thus, the induced Meissner current density in the superconductor reads:
, ( ) and the corresponding ( ) for the domain structure sketched in Fig. 4 (b) are respectively shown in Fig. 4 (c) and (d). We find that the induced Meissner current is the highest near the domain walls and cancels in the center of the domains. The vortex depinning current can thus be estimated from the current that equals the maximum of the Meissner current,
To calculate ∆ ( ) using this model, we must account for the field-induced evolution of the magnetic domain widths ( + , − ). The magnetization increases under an applied magnetic field because domains with the polarity along the applied field grow ( + increases) while those with opposite polarity shrink ( .− decreases). Thus, the reduced magnetization is given by = ( + − − )/ = 2 ⁄ − 1, and the domain width evolves as a function of the applied field following the magnetization :
For each sample, we calculate ∆ ( ) from Eqs. 2, 3 and 4 using : i) as estimated from the MFM images at = 0 ( Fig. 1) ; ii) (Hz) shown in Fig. 2 (a) are shown in Fig. 3 (g)-(h)-(i) for comparison with the experimental data. Note that our model makes several assumptions. First, the magnetic texture is simplified to a distribution of parallel stripe domains, and the domain wall width is neglected. Second, the critical current is estimated as the maximum of the Meissner current. While both must be proportional, their ratio between is not necessarily equal to one as assumed. Finally, temperature effects are considered only through the penetration depth . As we discuss in the next section, these approximations impact the results at the quantitative level. However, the model allows for a good qualitative understanding of the field dependence of the critical current in the presence of magnetic domains.
V. DISCUSSION
As we detail below, the hysteretic critical current enhancement calculated with the show that the maximum Meissner current (or maximum Lorentz force), which yields the depth of the minima in the energy landscape, depends on the domain sizes. Therefore, it evolves with the applied magnetic field as the domain structure does, resulting in a hysteretic behavior. In addition to that main mechanism, three effects that are not considered within the model can explain the incidental discrepancies between theory and experiments. These are vortices induced by the ferromagnet, commensurability between the vortex lattice and the domain structure, and field-induced changes in the domain morphology.
In order to support the above and to highlight the role of the different effects, we compare point-by-point experiments and theory for each sample in what follows.
We will start with the case of Ir/Co/Pt, for which the calculated ∆ ( ) qualitatively reproduces the experimental one very closely, see Fig. 3 (e) and (h). We see that the curve measured after demagnetization (blue) presents a plateau up to 0 ≈ 75 mT, which is also found in the model, and corresponds to the field range in which the magnetization is constant ( ≈ 0). Thus the domain structure remains unchanged, and consequently so does the pinning landscape. When the applied field is increased above 0 ≈ 75 mT, the domains parallel to the applied fields grow and increases, leading to a gradual decrease in the magnetic pinning.
Once the magnetization is fully saturated ( = 1), the stray magnetic field . This is because the magnetized F increases the vortex population through two mechanisms. On one hand, via finite size effects: near the edges of sample (lithographed transport bridge), fringe fields lead to the local nucleation of vortices, which can enter the bulk of the film where the magnetic pinning landscape is flat. Furthermore, if we consider a fully magnetized F and the magnetic field from vortices, we find that vortex entrance lowers the system's magnetostatic energy [34] . These two mechanisms increase the vortex population beyond that induced by the external field. This additional population is significant at low external fields, thereby producing a decrease of the critical current (∆ ( )<0), but gradually becomes negligible  and consequently its effects on ∆ ( ) and ( ) too  as more vortices induced by the internal field penetrate the S.
For the case of Co/Pt, experiments [ Fig. 3 (d) ] and theory [Fig 3 (g) ] agree similarly as for Ir/Co/Pt only for the fields sweeps that start from magnetic saturation (red and black curves).
However, in the measurement made after demagnetization (blue curve), a strong peak develops [ Fig. 3 (d) ] which contrasts with the plateau theoretically expected [Fig 3 (g) ] for the constant ≈ 0 [ Fig. 3 (a) ]. This peak appears around 0 ≈10 mT, which corresponds to a distance between vortices ≈ √ 0 0 ⁄ ≈ 450 nm that matches the average domain width ≈ 470 nm [see discussion on Fig. 1 (a) ]. This suggests that the peak results from commensurability between the vortex-lattice and the domain structure. Indeed, this effect is not observed in the two other systems because the magnetic domains are much smaller. In particular, ≈ 110 for Ir/Co/Pt nm and ≈ 85 nm for Pt/Co/Ru as measured by MFM. For such domain sizes , the matching fields would be respectively of 170 and 300 mT, which are beyond the saturation fields of those multilayers.
In the case of Ru/Co/Pt, the model explains the strong critical current enhancement observed at low fields, which is associated to the presence of domains ( ≈ 0). It also accounts for the decay of ∆ ( ) with increasing . Nevertheless, in the experiments the decay is faster than expected from the simulations. This is because the model does not consider changes in the domain morphology. Yet in this sample, a regular array of skyrmions is rapidly formed upon increasing H [Fig. 1 (f Finally, if we compare the values of the critical current enhancement for low fields and ≈ 0, we see that the model approximately predicts the hierarchy between the different samples. In particular, if we discard matching effects in Co/Pt, we observe that the strongest critical current increase corresponds to Ru/Co/Pt, as expected from the model. To a large extent, this is because it has the highest magnetic moment per unit area . Thus, even if the domain size is comparable to that in Ir/Co/Pt, Ru/Co/Pt presents a much higher critical current enhancement. Conversely, Co/Pt has a similar magnetic moment to that of Ir/Co/Pt, but provides a slightly higher enhancement due to the domains being larger. Note that for all samples, the predicted ∆ ( ) is up to 50 to 100 times higher than the measured one. Two reasons might explain this discrepancy. First, the model assumes vortex depinning perpendicular to the stripes. However, in the studied samples the elongated domains are disordered and point along many different directions with respect to the injected current (depinning Lorentz force). As shown earlier [35] , stripe domains not perpendicular to the Lorentz force pin vortices much less effectively, since vortices can glide along the domain walls, and therefore provide a much weaker contribution to the critical current enhancement.
Thus, the disordered domains expectedly yield a critical current enhancement much lower than predicted by the parallel stripes model. Second, the model considers temperature effects only through the temperature dependence of , but thermal depinning effects  which may strongly attenuate the critical current enhancement [36]  have not been included in it.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have studied Abrikosov vortex pinning in F/S hybrids made of superconducting thin films covered by ferromagnetic multilayers based on Co and different heavy metals. The ferromagnetic domain morphology and the magnetization reversal is engineered via changes of the multilayers stacking, which controls the balance between perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions. A crossover from large and elongated domains (hundreds of nm) to small magnetic skyrmions (tens of nm) can be obtained in this manner, which drastically changes the vortex pinning properties and, accordingly, the critical current. Qualitatively, the magnetic pinning is well described by a model that explains the critical current enhancement based on the magnitude of the stray magnetic field generated by the domain structure. An additional effect, geometric matching between the domain structure and the vortex distribution can further enhance pinning effects. We also show that the presence of magnetic domains enhances the critical current, whereas a homogeneous magnetization tends to degrade it. This drawback can be overcome by engineering the F magnetization reversal so that it shows nearly no remanence. We also found that a regular distribution of skyrmions produces lower pinning than expected for stripe domains of comparable width. This is essentially because the skyrmions are point-like objects, allowing the vortices to circumvent them. We also anticipate much stronger pinning due to commensurability effects if skyrmions could be stabilized in a field range in which they have the same polarity as vortices. Altogether, these results provide a key insight on how to tailor the vortex pinning in S/F bilayers through magnetic domain engineering, which allows optimizing the pinning enhancement in the desired field ranges.
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APPENDIX A: ROLE OF DMI FOR MAGNETIC DOMAIN SIZES.
The size of magnetic domains results from the competition between different energies: dipolar energy, symmetric (Heisenberg) and antisymmetric (DMI) exchange, anisotropies, and external fields. The presence of domains reduces the dipolar energy, but the associated domain walls (DW) cost an energy density given by = 4√ − , with the exchange stiffness, the effective wall anisotropy and the effective DMI [37] [38] [39] . The calculation of the domain size for magnetic multilayers is complex but has been done for simplified models with uniform magnetization through the multilayer thickness [40] , as well as for the complex case where the DMI competes with the stray field of the domains, resulting in hybrid textures [41, 42] .
In our study, we are only interested in the stray field from the multilayer, and we considered the approximation of a DW of zero width to have a handleable model. So DMI plays a role in fixing the period of the domains, but the internal DW texture is neglected. The period of the domains at zero external field is measured experimentally by MFM.
APPENDIX B: DETAILS ON THE THEORETICAL MODEL.
We consider a superconductor-ferromagnet bilayer as represented in Fig. 4(a) . We assume that the ferromagnetic layer is thin ( → 0). Its domain structure consist of stripes parallel to the y axis, with out-of-plane magnetization (along ). The up domains have width , and those opposite − , where is the structure's periodicity. If the domain-wall width is much smalled than , then a good approximation of the magnetization is a step-like function along the x-axis:
where , , are the unitary vectors of the Cartesian frame and n is an integer. The Fourier expansion of the magnetization then writes :
Consequently, the magnetization of the F layer can be represented as :
Following that, the magnetic current sheet density = ∇ × only has a component along , which is :
As a result, the vector potential = ( , ) due to the ferromagnet is also directed along and is obtained from the Maxwell equation :
In experiment, we have ≪ = 2 / . We may then neglect the superconducting screening to calculate .
The stray magnetic field from the domain structure only has components along and . As the superconductor is thin ( ≪ ), we consider only the latter. At the surface of the superconductor ( = 0), it writes :
The resulting Meissner sheet current density is then given by : In images (d) and (f), the skyrmions appear as the red disks. 
